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About This Game

Originally made for 7DRL 2014, Mysterious Space tasks you with delving deep into the ZZ-Omega sector to recover an
important piece of information, and to return with that information in one piece.

To get there, you'll have to stop at planets along the way to find much-needed fuel.

Arm yourself with procedurally-generated weapons, armors, and shields to defeat the enemies that stand in your way.
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Features

Local co-op, up to five players

Procedurally-generated planets, including forest worlds, desert worlds, ice worlds, lava worlds, and others

"Alien Artifacts" and "Advanced Technology", analogous to the potions and scrolls of rogue-likes: does the Red Alien
Artifact repair armor this game? Or will it scramble your sensors for 10 seconds?

Unlockable ships and ship upgrades

Procedurally-generated weapons, shields, armor, and accessories to equip yourself with

Various enemies and mini-bosses, with distinct movement patterns/AI

"Secret logs" that reveal the lore of the world (galaxy? universe?)

Supports XBox-compatible gamepads (you'll need them for co-op!)

Mysterious Space's soundtrack - by DDRKirby(ISQ) - is available for listening and purchasing at bandcamp:
https://ddrkirbyisq.bandcamp.com/
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Title: Mysterious Space
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Ben Hendel-Doying
Publisher:
benmakesgames.com
Release Date: 15 May, 2015
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Score \u2013 8\/10 (Recommended)

World 1-1 is an accessible and fascinating look at what was effectively the dawn of video gaming as we know it, mainly
through the eyes of Atari alumni and gaming enthusiasts old enough to remember those days. I couldn't find much to
fault with it, except that the documentary was feature length and not episodic; the documentary also tends to be
unclear about what period in gaming history it's talking about despite it following a roughly chronological path.
Besides those minor nit-picks though, the only thing that bothers me is that there isn't a World 1-2 yet! We've covered
the 1970s and early 1980s, so now let's cover the 8-bit era (1980s to early 1990s)!

http:\/\/www.choicestgames.com\/2017\/05\/world-1-1-review.html. I love this Game its so much FUN an very addictive.

Looks really nice and plays well, also I like the the fact you can jump in the cockpit for a first person perspective, which comes
in handy for instance, if you sent a plane to Go Around and you can see in the distance that it may be too close to another plane
and you are unsure ... Lol jump in da cockpit and see for yourself....hehe and I've had some real close one calls I can tell ya,and
looks great close up .

Also got mention the texts from the paying customers is a nice touch , Audio is great ..Engines sounds are varied depending on
the plain and sound awesome.

Highly recommend hour's of fun.. While i enjoyed the original beach bounce then the remastered came and it felt butchered.
Now this is part 2 of the series and it just felt lackluster. its like they were just trying to rush it out. it had a story at the start then
bam its done just like that. i can't even recommend this at full price.. It is a sourcebook on PDF for the Shadowrun PnP game
version 5. You find it in the folder called Shadowrun 5th Edition in the Extra folder. The Extra folder will be in the Shadowrun
Chronicles game folder. I was able to copy the folder to my documents folder and open the pdf. It has 489 pages full of words,
tables and pictures. Looked like any other Source book from the various publishers of the Shadowrun universe. This is the latest
from Catalyst games publisher. This is the Rule book for Shadowrun pen and paper game version 5. There is also a separate
character sheet pdf and Errata pdf. You also need a large number of 6 sided dice to play.

Get it if you are interested in being a GM for Shadowrun PnP game or going to play Shadowrun on paper. Better if you buy on
deep sale.

http:\/\/www.drivethrurpg.com\/product\/115985\/Shadowrun-Fifth-Edition-Core-Rulebook

https:\/\/store.catalystgamelabs.com\/

http:\/\/www.shadowruntabletop.com\/products-page\/getting-started\/shadowrun-fifth-edition\/. BEST WORMS EVA
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
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This game is so much fun I've played a couple hours. I've recommended this game already to my friends. They tried it on my
account first then said they might buy it.

Art- Great artstyle. The pixel art is fantastic. The flashy projectiles can be turned down a bit. Got a little headache from staring
at the screen for an hour. If you have a medical condition that doesn't allow you to look at bright flashing lights, DO NOT
BUY!! It could be harmful to you. If you do not have a medical condition, pick up this game

Gameplay- Really damn fast. The game play is nice paced and the enemies are just coming after you the deeper you progress.
The power-up system is really neat. You gain XP and it randomly gives you an upgrade or bomb to use along with a random skill
up. The bosses are fun and we'll designed.

User Interface- The UI is really nice. It is nice and fluent and I have not experienced a single bit of lag, even on my crappy
laptop. There are little customizations for the way you start the game, tutorial or right into the action. The tutorial just goes over
key mechanics and then starts you fluently into the game with the regular stuff you would start with.

Overall- Rheum is a great indie game. T-Rexcellent Games has a bright future if they continue to develop games in the future.
Would rate this game 9\/10. The only thing that bugs me is the flashy lights. If it was little bits on some common enemies I
would be fine. But the first boss is insane with the flashy lights. Other than that go buy this game!!!. Great game! All the level
are different enough to feel fresh everytime. The game provide a good challenge and isnt unfair. Good music and good time
playing it!. Decent point and click with a nice story line (ah well it is entertaining anyway), nice graphics and a lot of traveling.
The navigate map function is a bit rough (it puts you somewhere near where you are suppose to be but it might be a few screen
ahead or back as well). Recommended for an hour of more of fun, the story is not too long but long enough.... It is relatively
pretty, and it filled my need for a brainless shooter. I enjoyed the drone mechanic, although it was very rarely a useful feature.
The AI can sometimes be clever, but the challenge is mostly based on an endless supply of cannon fodder that seems to spawn
out of closets and crates. The environment looks large, but an invisible wall prevents you from really taking advantage of the
landscape as much as you'd like. Lastly,and probably most importantly the single player mission is SHORT. This is good only
for about five hours of play. There's a small amount of replay-value, and I suppose the multiplayer and langaming maps add a
significant amount of value for players who are into that. For my uses, this is a game to be rescued from the bargain bin, played
for a weekend, then never opened again.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkQCUKfOLaI
This is a very addictive, very fun game. Watch the video for more info.. I play it every day. I love it. I'll soon play it more than
GTA V man. Only think I hate is that I can't take big creations without lag, but that's not the game's fault.
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